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Abstract
Prime numbers are unique and distinctive numbers. It only has one division factor, which is made up of
the numbers 1 and the number itself. Finding prime numbers from 1 to N can be done manually, but an
algorithm for finding primes is required to find primes on a large range (large N). The main goal of this
study is to conduct a comparison study between the algorithms used to find prime numbers, which are
the Sieve of Eratosthenes, Segmented Sieve, Sieve of Sundaram, Bitwise Sieve, and Sieve of Atkin, and
determine which algorithm is better used for small or large primes by terms of time complexity and the
range of number, Where this study will explain in detail the impact of each algorithm on the computer
resources and which one is better than this one, and on the other hand, it will clarify the time for each
algorithm, specifying the best algorithm, determining the maximum inputs of these algorithms and when
they give their high efficiency, comparing all cases and determining the best.
The numbers will splitted into two parts: small up to 1000,000,000 and large up to
1000,000,000,000,000, and applied on the five algorithms. This study shows that sieve of Sundaram
algorithm up to 1000, 00 its better algorithm comparing for the rest, but after the increase of range
numbers and increase the computation of the algorithm, its efficiency decrees and Sieve of Eratosthenes
give result better up to 1000,000,000. And the whole algorithm gives 100% accuracy of generated prime
numbers on small range. While large numbers , Segmented Sieve more efficient up to 1000,000,000,000
From the rest of algorithms but it’s still close to sieve of Atkin, then the segmented sieve efficient
decreasing and the sieve of Atkin clearly will be more efficient at 1000,000,000,000,0 and more, Sieve of
Eratosthenes didn’t allow numbers more than 9-digits because the size of array it’s become large and
didn’t fit the memory , while sieve of Sundaram take up to 10 digits just but need time more than
segmented sieve and atkins , bitwise sieve take up 1012 numbers with more time comparing with the
other algorithm by take the huge different of space, but the the accuracy of bitwise sieve on large numbers
not 100%, its roundly 98.8%, its discards some prime number from the list without aware it then
compare by the bits .
Number: 10.14704/nq.2022.20.7.NQ33080
Introduction
A prime number is an integer number greater
than one with one and the number itself as
positive prime factors. It cannot be divided by
another number without resulting in a residue
(Nyman, 1949). the number 13 is an example of a
prime number. 1 and 13 are the denominators.
When a prime number is divided by another
natural number, the outcome is the same, for
example, 13 ÷6 = 2 the residual 1, 15 is not a
prime number because 5 and 3 may be split in
addition to themselves and 1, 15 is an example of
a complex number because it contains three or
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more divisors. Mathematicians frequently see
prime numbers as "components" in number
theory, and the basic theory of arithmetic implies
that complex numbers may be described as the
product of prime numbers. A Mersenne prime is
any number that can be reduced to the form 2^N1, where n is a prime number. Fermat primes are
Fermat numbers that are also primes. A Fermat
number F_N has the formula 2^M+1, where M
represents the power of two, m = 2^n, and n is an
integer. (Tsang et al., 2010).
As of November 2020, the largest known prime
number is 2^282,589,933-1, which contains
www.neuroquantology.com
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24,862,048 digits when expressed in base 10. The
Greek mathematician Euclid documented a
demonstration that there is no highest prime
number in the set of primes. The largest prime
numbers are difficult to produce, requiring
supercomputers and large teams of people to
work on them. (Lai, 2021)
It is possible to use a computer to determine
whether or not extremely large numbers are
prime. Even for the most powerful
supercomputers, testing in this manner will
always be too challenging since there is no upper
limit on the size of a natural number.
One of the most important applications of prime
numbers is cybersecurity (security for sharing
information over the Internet). Prime numbers
are used by software engineers to encrypt
(protect) credit card information, medical data,
and even messaging platforms like WhatsApp.
With prime numbers as lengthy as the ones we
used, it can take years, if not decades, of trial and
error to locate even one. (Milanov, 2009)
The Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman algorithm
(RSA) is the most important encryption
algorithm that uses prime numbers. It is based on
the fact that it is impossible to parse a huge
integer. The greater the size, the more difficult it
is to parse this number. RSA keys are 1024 or
2048 bits long
There are several algorithms or methods for
locating prime integers smaller than a specified
number N. Each algorithm has situations in which
it is more suited to the user's demands in terms
of time, space, or accuracy than other algorithms.
This study focuses on the difficulty of selecting
the suitable algorithm and highlighting the
precise usage of each method at the time of
writing. Any researcher or user will have a
significant challenge in generating prime
numbers, especially because the methods are so
similar that it is impossible to distinguish
between them, before everything else, the best
algorithm will be chosen depending on the
available resources and the user's demands in
terms of time or space. (Zhou & Tang, 2011)
This study, shows the similarity between the
algorithms used to generate prime numbers, and
the algorithms is: Sieve of Eratosthenes
algorithm, Sieve of Atkin algorithm, Segmented
Sieve algorithm, Sieve of Sundaram algorithm,
Bitwise Sieve algorithm
eISSN 1303-5150

The study question remains; What is the
appropriate algorithm to use based on the
numbers I have and What is the performance of
the five algorithms separately if you apply them
to the resources that I own
The Objective of the study is making a separate
617
evaluation for each algorithm by applying the
numbers to it and detailing the time for each
range of the number on it, making a comparative
study between these algorithms to show which
one is better in relation to each other
Literature Review
The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, which contains
Egyptian portions expanding the prime and
composite numbers, was where the prime
numbers were first found. Eratosthenes of
Cyrene created the first prime number "sieve" in
320 BC." (Goldstein, 1973)
Wilson's theorem was discovered in 1000 AD, the
first book by Fibonacci describes and
characterize trial division for test number if
prime or not in AD1202 (Goldstein, 1973)
Goldbach's Conjecture of 1472 AD states that an
integer bigger than 2 can behave as the sum of
two prime integers (Apostol,2000) discovers the
greatest prime number at the time: 216217-1 in
1555 AD. In 1640 AD, Pierre de Fermat proclaims
(without evidence) Fermat's little theorem. In
1644 AD, Marin Mersenne finds the Mersenne
primes 8,191 and 131,071. 1973 (Goldstein)
Leonhard Euler demonstrated in 1732 AD that
the fifth Fermat number is composite (not
prime), thereby disproving Fermat's hypostudy
that all Fermat numbers are prime. In 1742, he
confirmed Alhazen's hypostudy that all even
numbers higher than 2 perfects may be
constructed from Mersenne primes. (Ribenboim,
2012)
Antonio Felkel records the prime factorization of
all enumeration numbers up to 408 000 in 1776
AD. Pafnuty Chebyshev also demonstrates
Bertrand's postulate, which asserts that for N > 1,
there must always be a prime between N and
2Nin1852AD.
The first 6 000 000 primes are determined and
established in 1856 by A.L. Crelle. Zacharias Dase
expands a list of the first 9 000 000 primes in
1861 AD, five years later (Apostol, 1996).
In his 1859 AD work on the zeta-function,
Bernhard Riemann drew out a plan for
demonstrating Legendre and Gauss' theorem..
www.neuroquantology.com
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Primality tests are used for numbers larger than
those for which trial division is feasible. One
example of a procedure that is restricted to
certain number forms is Pépin's test for Fermat
numbers (1877). Other primality tests include
Proth's theorem (1878) and the Lucas-Lehmer
primality test. (Apostol, 1996)
from 1896-2004 Charles Jean de la and Jacques
Hadamard Vallée-Poussin prove the Prime
Number Theorem, The idea that prime numbers
had few applications outside of pure
mathematics when public-key cryptography and
the RSA cryptosystem, The mathematical theory
of prime numbers also moved forward with the
Green–Tao theorem (2004) that there are
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions of prime
numbers and Yitang Zhang's 2013 proof that the
gap between finite-sized prime numbers is
infinite enhance mathematical theory of prime
numbers. Did.In 2018 AD, (GIMPS) determined
the largest discovered prime number 282,589,933 –
1(Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search
(GIMPS). (2018, January 4).
Related Work
Diab (2021) used two strategies. The first
approach does not utilize multiples of 2, and the
second way does not use multiples of 2 and 3.
Following that, a time comparison of the two
techniques and the Eratosthenes algorithm sieve.
It should be noted that the second approach
(except for multiples of 2 and 3) outperforms the
sieve Eratosthenes and the performance of the
first method in terms of time. One application of
this research is to compare the performance of
two methods: extract a multiple of 2, then extract
a multiple of 2 and 3. The time comparison time.
El-Baz (2021) used new method for using set
theory to generate all prime numbers up to a
specific number m ∈ N, m ⩾ 9. The method
proposed is explicit and works on how to
compare it to two algorithms, the Eratosthenes
sieve and the Sundaram sieve, which are faster.
The application of this method Setting the
numbering theory on two algorithms
Nandally & Gotzes (2021) used the Sieve method
as calculation method used in this study The idea
is to find a prime number within a certain range.
Only integers within that range are eligible. When
it comes to detecting the next largest prime
number, performance and storage have always
been controversial when it comes to
implementing algorithms. The techniques
eISSN 1303-5150

outlined in this document are attempts to
improve both performance and storage when
implemented. To improve performance, this is
achieved by parallelizing the computation
because the formulae are independent of one
another, and variables are employed to prevent
duplicating massive quantities of numbers each 618
time. Belong to the sieve family. The presented
approach is similar to the screening method;
however, the entire process is a new discovery.
This approach highlights the interdependence of
iterative connections, arithmetic progressions,
and multiplication grids used to determine prime
numbers without using trial division. Finally, a
review of complexity and storage.
Månsson (2021) cover Eratosthenes, Sundaram,
and Atkin three sieves. It will be required to
evaluate a Sequential Central Process Unit
implementation to a Parallel (General Purpose
Graphics Processing Unit) implementation in
terms
of
performance,
accuracy,
and
appropriateness. A General-Purpose Graphics
Processing Unit (GPGPPU) is a method of
rendering graphics with a high amount of
parallelism using embedded hardware. Our goal
is to determine if General Purpose Graphics
Processing Unit screening is more effective than
the sequential method currently used. Explains
how the area that can be sifted is limited
compared to the Central process unit due to the
small amount of simultaneous memory available
in General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit.
Taking advantage of the favorable characteristics
of Sundaram sieves, we propose a batch split
implementation that allows General Purpose
Graphics Processing Unit sieves to cover the same
range of numbers as each Central process unit
variant
Umadevi&Sivakami (2020) conducted a study to
determine and test whether methods,
Eratosthenes Sieve, Sundaram Sieve, and Atkins
Sieve, are appropriate for large prime numbers in
terms of time complexity. Also, display the Atkins
sieve in proportion to time. This approach
worked on three algorithms just and max number
at 12 digits and how applied in encryptions
Reitsma (2020) identified three similarities on
both screens, examine them, and then compare
them. First, talk about the upper or lower bounds
of the prime numbers in the set. Second, both
have a kind of screening process Third, both
sieves have a sieving process that uses a
www.neuroquantology.com
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relatively small set of prime numbers. GNFS looks
for prime factorization and the combined sieve
counts the prime numbers in the set. As a result,
use more analytical number theory for
combinatorial sieves and more algebraic number
theory for GNFS. However, this creates a modern
application for both Eratosthenes sieves, and the
two solutions are actually very different. In
conclusion, the Eratosthenes sieve has many
modern uses in mathematics in some areas of
number theory. This does not mean that the same
process will be used in both sieves when they are
called sieves. In the example of this study,
discovered that sieving is an application of
algebraic number theory and analytic number
theory, with very distinct methods of solution.
Harahap & Khairina (2019) employed the
Eratosthenes sieve, the Atkin sieve, and the
Sundaram sieve to create prime numbers. the
goal of this study is to compare the accuracy and
speed of these three methods while producing
large prime numbers. According to this study, the
Eratosthenes sieve can create prime numbers on
a large scale faster than the other two
procedures.
Karatay et al (2019) proposed in this study an
algorithm to find twin primes less than 6a + 1 for
any a ∈ Z +. There is currently no known
algorithm for locating twin primes. Up to a
particular number, the suggested technique
discovers all twin primes, the Eratosthenes sieve
is the method used to find prime numbers,
however by adding conditions to the procedure,
you can find twin prime numbers, when the
Eratosthenes sieves are compared to the
suggested algorithm, there is no noticeable
difference in performance. In addition to
performance, the program necessitates storage
space. The suggested method doesn't deal with
number storing. On the other hand, the
Eratosthenes sieve requires you to remember all
positive integers up to the given upper bound. In
terms of memory requirements, the proposed
method outperforms the Eratosthenes sieve.
Future research will reduce the complexity of the
algorithms mentioned in this article in order to
improve their performance. The suggested
method is also used to advance the twin prime
conjecture.
Tarafde & Chakroborty (2019) conducted a study
that depending on total utilization, where many
ways are widely utilized, ranging from enhancing
eISSN 1303-5150

efficiency to employing simple and advanced
algorithms to discover the prime numbers
required. Choosing a certain method for a specific
application might lead to issues. Certain
algorithms perform better than others. B. Atkins
sieve or Eratosthenes sieve A comparison of
619
different.
Shawon & Pervez (2018) discovered in this study
that segmented sieves are the most efficient
approach for generating huge prime numbers.
Only segmented sieves can create huge prime
numbers up to 1012 with the same time
complexity O (Nlog (logN), where N denotes the
number of numbers points. Comparisons of
several forms of priming algorithms aided in the
selection of a better and more efficient priming
algorithm.
Abdullah et al (2018) discovered that the
segmented sieve approach is the most efficient
for generating huge prime numbers. Only a
segmented sieve can produce huge prime
numbers up to 1012 while maintaining the same
time complexity O(Nlog(logN)), where N is the
number of numbers. Comparison among
different types of prime algorithms has helped to
choose better and efficient prime generator
algorithm and the result show that Sieve of
Eratosthenes better mostly in time.
Grémy
(2017)
provided
a
complete
implementation of the relationship collection for
several variants of 3D. This implementation is
based on a new sieving algorithm and is
distributed in CADONFS software. The study
verified its performance by comparing it with the
examples in the literature. Two new discrete
logarithmic log accounts were also introduced;
one is a 324-bit GF (𝑝 5 ) and the other is a 422-bit
GF.
Borg& Dackebro (2017) used Eratosthenes and
the trial split method in this methodology to
compare central process unit and graphic process
unit performance using prime factorization of
seven distinct number sets. Five distinct
programs have been developed; two are central
process units that run both algorithms, and two
are graphic process units. That runs both
algorithms, and one is a program that employs
them both. All graphs are consistent in that a pure
sequential implementation that operates only on
the central process unit is quicker in all scenarios
examined and diverges faster than algorithms
that employ the graphic process unit.
www.neuroquantology.com
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Duta& Tapus (2016) compared in this study the
implementation and performance of several
prime factorization algorithms and determines
which one is the most efficient. Pollard's p1,
William's p + 1, Pollard's rho, elliptic curve
method, shank quadratic form, Dixon, continuous
fraction, quadratic sieve, numerical sieve, special
numerical sieve, general numerical value sieve
implemented the algorithm and estimated the
calculation time for various input sizes. They next
assessed their time complexity quantitatively and
compared the outcomes of each algorithm to
determine their performance for the algorithm
implementation.
Sorenson(2015) Learn about rolling sheaves.
This is a convenient incremental main sheave
that requires O (nloglogn) time and O (n --- √
logn) bits of space. It also demonstrates how to
alter the Atkin and Bernstein 2004 sieve to
produce sublinear, compact, and incremental
sieves all at once. The second result resolves the
open problem given in 1994 by Paul Pritchard.
Methodology
The research methodology was divided into three
phases: the first phase was determined as the
problem scope was determined by the numbers
were collected to determine the scope of the
problem search, which is obtained by reviewing
the literature, since the biggest problem in prime
number algorithms is time in the first place, then
the upper limit of the algorithm, so based on this
issue was choose numbers up to 15 numbers, at
most 15 numbers in each work, or you need 15
numbers max. the second phase after collecting
the numbers in it will be processed to obtain a
results from the five algorithms to provide a fair
evaluation and split the numbers from 100
increase one digit then test then increase digit up
to 1 ∗ 1015 Small range numbers up to 10 digits
while the big range numbers from 10 digit up to
15 digits.
(Comparison study). Finally,
performance evaluation phase this process is to
assess the performance of the proposed methods
using a variety of metrics, including time
complexity.

620

Figure1: Proposed experimental design
Work performed on a computer with operating
system: Windows 11 Home 64-bit (10.0, build
22000) and processor: Intel-(R) Core-(TM) 178750H CPU @ 2,20 GHz (12 CPUs), ~2.2 GHz
Memory: 32384MB RAM This device has a dual
screen (integrated and separate).
Integrated screen: manufactured by Intel,
processor type: Intel (R) UHD Graphics Family,
DAC type; inside, Approx., Total Memory:
8242MB ,display memory (VRAM); 128 MB ,
Shared memory: 8114MB
As for the separate offer: Processor Type:
GeForce RTX 2070 SUPER ,DAC Type: Built-in
RAMDAC ,Device Type: Full Screen, Approx. Total
Memory: 14094MB, Display Memory (VRAM):
7980MB ,Shared memory: 8114-MB
All algorithms were implemented using the
Python language, and this language was chosen
for its ease of use and dealing with this topic and
for the presence of some useful libraries that save
a lot of time. On it, and finding the results is
ANACONDA Navigator 1.9.7 to run Spyder 3.3.6
for python.
Experiment And Results
Evaluation upon performance and time
To present the evaluation and comparison after
applying the algorithms in terms of performance
time, The numbers was divided into two parts,
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the small term section to the extent up to
1,000,000,000 and the second section from the
first section up to 1 ∗ 1015
Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm
On the first stage applied on small range number.
Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm requires very
short time to generate prime numbers. As a
result, its complexity is O(Nlog(logN)), where N
denotes the number of numbers points. the steps
of the algorithm on first numbers up to 100 as
follows: first Make a list of numbers from 1 to n,
then Exclude number 1 because 1 is not a prime,
Mark number 2, and exclude all multiples of 2. (2,
4, 6, 8, 10 …), then Mark number 3, and exclude
all multiples of 3. (3, 6, 9, 12, 15 …), Mark number
5, and exclude all multiples of 5. (5, 10, 15, 20 …)
and finally Mark number 7, and exclude all
multiples of 7. (7, 14, 21, 28 …). (Leikin, 2006)
All the numbers that are not excluded they are the
prime numbers less than 100
Analysis complexity of Sieve of Eratosthenes
according to algorithm. A loose upper bound is n
(1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + ........ + 1/n) (sum of
reciprocals of all numbers up to n) which is O
(nlogn) Harmonic Number. A more proper upper
bound is n (1/2 + 1/3 + 1/5 + 1/7 +....) that is sum
of reciprocals of primes up to n which is
O(Nlog(logN)) where N is the number of
numbers.
the performance of time at the beginning, the
result show that sieve of Eratosthenes provides
satiability performance on small range, and then
with the increase in the size of the numbers
range, we notice the beginning of a noticeable
increase in time and a large zigzag at the seventh
range of numbers, where the effectiveness of the
algorithm decreases with the increase in the
range as show in figure 2: performance of sieve of
Eratosthenes algorithm on small range numbers:

Figure 2: performance of sieve of Eratosthenes
algorithm on small range numbers

eISSN 1303-5150

Sieve of Eratosthenes up to 107 it’s the better
condition for this algorithm after that the
performance will curved up until its reach the big
range numbers it will be cut.
The second stage it applied big range number on
sieve of Eratosthenes, sieve of Eratosthenes 621
prevents applied this numbers, sieve of
Eratosthenes failed the big range number
Sieve Of Eratosthenes can generate prime
numbers up to 109 because highest size of an
array is 109 that’s why sieve of Eratosthenes
failed in large numbers numbers.
Segmented sieve
The idea behind a segmented sieve is to divide the
range [0 to n1] into multiple segments and
compute primes in each one individually. To
begin, this algorithm uses the Simple sieve to find
primes up to n. In a segmented sieve, the
following processes are used: firstly generate all
prime numbers up to n and store all prime
numbers in array p. then store lower limit to
upper limit numbers in another array S, next
mark composite numbers of all prime numbers
up to upper limit generated from sieve, use
generated prime numbers to find out composite
numbers start a loop from i=0 to sqrt (upper
limit), then need to start from 1st composite
number of range, next need square of p[i] to find
1st composite number, if square of p[i] is smaller
than lower limit then need to find 1st composite
number using this rule start= ((lower
limit+prime-1)/prime) *prime then start next
loop from 1st composite number to upper limit
and mark every composite number of that prime
number. Finally, omit all composite numbers
from lower to upper limit and rest of the number
will be prime numbers.
The complexity of a segmented sieve is the same
as the complexity of Eratosthenes sieve, which is
O(Nlog(logN)), where N is the number of
numbers points. The sieve complexity is
O(Nlog(logN)) + the segmentation complexity is
O(N)=O(Nlog(logN)), where N is the number of
numbers points (Rhafli, 2019).
First stage applied small range number,
Segmented sieve algorithm in small range it’s
provide `good run time while the stability starts
with curved up after 3 digits is start to be noticed
it’s too close to sieve of Ereashotnes algorithm
upon time and performance, but sieve of
Eratosthenes more efficient and better than
www.neuroquantology.com
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segmented sieve, figure 3: comparison
segmented sieve and sieve of Eratosthenes, show
the different between the two algorithm which
the sieve of Eratosthenes better:
622

Figure 3: comparison between sieve of
Eratosthenes and segmented sieve
In the second stage, large scale numbers are
applied to the segment sieve, which is divided
into a segment and then worked on each piece
separately. The result of the segment sieve shows
that the segment sieve generates the correct
count of primes (100% accuracy) (Caldwell &
Xiong, 2012), the result shows the segmented
sieve its efficient and have a good performance
with big range of number, it’s better for sure than
the sieve of Eratosthenes because it allows to
take big numbers while the sieve of Eratosthenes
full failed in this size of digits as shown in figure
4

Figure 5: bitwise sieve on small range of
numbers
bitwise sieve it’s not good for higher numbers,
the only advantage of this algorithm it’s reduce
the space of arrays, and its little good in early
level of numbers ,sieve its method that came
from sieve of Eratosthenes, that skip in first step
all the even number, then complete the check
ordinary on the rest of od number, it reduces the
space of array.

Figure 6: comparison between (sieve of
Eratosthenes, segmented and bitwise sieve)

Figure 4: segmented sieve result on large
numbers
Bitwise sieve
Result of bitwise sieve show that segmented sieve
generates the correct count of prime numbers
(100% accuracy) (Caldwell & Xiong, 2012). And
it’s make good performance in early level of
digits, with the increase of digits, the
performance decrease decrees and decrees
highly. As shown in figure 5, show the
performance the bitwise sieve:

eISSN 1303-5150

According to figure 6, show that sill the sieve of
Eratosthenes it’s the better choice and more
efficient algorithm for small range numbers, even
the segmented sieve better than bitwise, but the
idea on using bitwise sieve on this numbers it’s to
reduce the space more than halved and its
efficient for limit resources.
In second stage, applied the large range of
numbers on bitwise sieve, it takes up 1012
numbers with ta nont bad time comparing with
the other algorithm by take the huge different of
space, but the problem is the accuracy of bitwise
sieve on large numbers not 100%, its roundly
98.8%, its discards some prime number from the
list without aware it, that because bitwise sieve
focused in first stage to reduce the space then
move on to prime number. Bitwise sieve can’t
www.neuroquantology.com
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take more than 1012 because it can’t read array
bigger than it to reduce it, it’s over than its
parameter.
Figure7 show the performance of bitwise sieve
on big range of numbers and display the time take
it and stop work on any numbers bigger than
1012 because the fit size of the array and can’t
handle, and show the good time of bitwise sieve
less than 1012

correct count of prime numbers (100% accuracy)
(Caldwell et al., 2012).
Second, the results show that sieve of Sundaram
have a very good time up to 1000,00 and the
efficient decrees with the increase of digits, as
show in figure 9, sieve of Sundaram in early level
623
almost time to zero, that’s the good of this
algorithm, then start increase slightly up to 7
digits and high the time increase very high.

Figure 9: performance of sieve of Sundaram on
small range numbers

Figure 7: bitwise sieve on big range numbers

Figure 8: comparison between segmented and
bitwise sieve on big numbers
According to figure8 comparison between
segmented and bitwise sieve on big numbers,
show that segmented sieve takes bigger numbers
than bitwise sieve, bitwise sieve stopped on 1012
because the fit size, while segmented sieve
handles all the numbers in this experiment.
Sieve of Sundaram
There are several steps that must be followed to
identify the prime numbers up to 15 (n=16):
calculate the (integer) value of n-2/2 and let it
be in k, fill the list with the numbers 1 to k,
remove the numbers of the form i+j+2ij where
1<=i<=j, i+j+2ij<=k
In first stage, applied the small range numbers on
sieve of Sundaram, the Result of segmented sieve
shows that sieve of Sundaram generate the
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Figure 10, show that sieve of Sundaram up to
1000,00 its better algorithm comparison for the
rest, but after the increase of range numbers and
increase the computation of the algorithm, its
efficiency decrees and sieve of Eratosthenes
provide result better.

Figure 10. show’s that sieve of Sundaram up to
1000,00
Sieve of Eratosthenes and sieve of Sundaram to
close together in early level up to 5 digits but with
a little bit better time for Sundaram, segmented
sieve and bitwise sieve need more time in early
level, but with the increase of digit more than 8,
segmented sieve take more time than both.
The second stage it applied big range of numbers
on sieve Sundaram, failed to applied numbers
bigger than 1010 , Sieve of Sundaram show that
the algorithm not work with big range of number,
because the huge iteration on this algorithm,
either the 1000.000.000.0 need to much time
comparing with segmented sieve, sieve of
Sundaram not efficient with more than 10 digits.
Sieve of atkin
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The Sieve of Atkins algorithm is used to filter
prime numbers in the following way: determine
the search for prime numbers ranging from 1 to
n, create prime numbers ranging from 1 to 50, so
n = 50, as prime numbers Mark the numbers 2, 3
and 5, based on the following 3 blocks Calculate
the equation: 4𝑋 2 + 𝑦 2 𝑚𝑜𝑑 4 = 1 𝑜𝑟 5, 3𝑋 2 +
𝑦 2 𝑚𝑜𝑑 6 = 1 , 3𝑋 2 − 𝑦 2 𝑚𝑜𝑑 6 = 1 , in the next
step, there are two steps, namely: remove the
value of n for which the module results do not
meet the conditions of modulo formulae 2, 3, and
4. Delete any numbers that are not square-free.
Square-free numbers are explained as follow:
Square-free numbers are integer, integers that
cannot be divided by perfect squares other than
1. That is, the main factorization has exactly one
factor for each prime that appears in it. For
instant, 10 = 2 ⋅5 is quadratic free, but18 = 2,3 is
not square-free numbers, because18 can be
divided by9 = 2. Can be seen in the table below
(table 4.11), numbers that are not square-free
numbersare25, 45, 49. Proof that 3 numbers
below are not square-free are:
25 => is divided by 25 which is the square of 5.
Example Leads to →25: 5*5= 1
45 => is divided by 45 which is the square of 3.
Example Leads to →45: 3*3 = 1
49 =>is divided by49 which is the square of 7.
Example Leads to →49: 7*7= 1
After this step, list the remaining selection
numbers, then delete the repeated numbers in
this phase and re-create a new list, Arrange the
prime numbers obtained in this step in ascending
order from smallest to largest.
In first stage, applied the small range of numbers
on sieve of atkin, result of sieve of atkin show
that sieve of Sundaram generate the correct
count of prime numbers (100% accuracy)
(Caldwell et al., 2012). And show sieve of atkin
need a time always because the iteration of
making lists and reduce it to reach the goal.

Figure 11: performance sieve of atkin on small
range numbers
eISSN 1303-5150

Figure 11 shows the efficiency of the sieve of
Atkin, in the beginning of the early level of
numbers, it takes a good time, but after 1000,000
the time becomes so high, and that is the sieve of
Atkin, it allows to take a large maximum number
of numbers, but as the numbers increase, the time
624
increases so much.

Figure 12: comparison between sieve of atkin
and the four algorithms
According to figure 12 the sieve of atkin need
time more than all algorithms, and less efficient
than the algorithms, this is because a lot lists
creations in this way.
At first, all algorithms need almost the same time
up to two digits, after that the two algorithms the
Sundaram and Eratosthenes give the better
solution for this digit .after that gradually start
out of the pattern and increase the time, and then
enter another fun persistence with the height of
the Atkin algorithm to give more time and
algorithm and still for sieve of Eratosthenes in
bottom , up to 8 digit ,the five algorithm close
time together except sieve of atkin which curved
up at 7 digit , after 8 digits can see the different
between the algorithms how each of algorithm
take separated line and show how that sieve of
Eratosthenes give a very good time compare with
the other.
Sieve of Sundaram is better up to 5 digits, then
sieve of Eratosthenes better after that to 9 digits,
while the rest of algorithm need more time, sieve
of atkin after 2 digits curved up and stay the most
time algorithm.
In second stage, applied the big range numbers
on sieve of atkin, the accuracy of sieve of atkin as
mention early, can handle and take very large
max of numbers with good efficient at big
number, figure 13 shows the result of sieve atkin
on big range numbers and the performance of
algorithm
www.neuroquantology.com
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Figure 14: Segmented sieve and sieve of atkin
on big range of numbers

Figure 13: result of sieve Atkin on big range
numbers
Figure 13, show how the stability increase the
time with the increase of numbers, its efficient
way for big numbers as the figure show, no gap,
and still take numbers bigger.
The only two algorithms that allow the all of big
range numbers, it’s the sieve of atkin and
segmented sieve, figure 14 shows the different
and comparison between the two algorithms on
big range numbers, and when each algorithm
take better situation.

According to figure 14 show that segmented sieve
more efficient up to 1000,000,000,000 From
sieve of atkin but it’s still close, then the
segmented sieve efficient decrees and the sieve of
625
atkin clearly will be more efficient at
1000,000,000,000,0 and more, sieve of Atkin
allow take more numbers range but the
segmented sieve didn’t allow. its 100%
The results in table 1 show that sieve of
Sundaram better algorithm up to 5 digits, sieve of
Eratosthenes better from 5 to 9-digit, segmented
sieve better from 10 to 12 digits, and sieve of
Atkins better from 12 up to 15 digits, Sieve of
Eratosthenes didn’t take numbers more than 9
digits, sieve of Sundaram up to 10 digits, bitwise
sieve up to 12 digits but with not 100% accuracy,
the only 2 algorithms take up to 15 digits its
Segmented sieve and sieve of Atkins.

Table 1: the results of five algorithms
Eratosthene
s

Atkin

Sundaram

Bitwise

Segmented
sieve

100

0:00:00.000
000

0:00:00.00
0971

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00

1000

0:00:00.000
976

0:00:00.00
1952

0:00:00

0:00:00

0:00:00.000
956

1000,0

0:00:00.005
855

0:00:00.01
6612

0:00:00.00
0013

0:00:00.006
825

0:00:00.007
812

1000,00

0:00:00.049
797

0:00:00.12
6981

0:00:00.03
5664

0:00:00.055
664

0:00:00.050
774

1000,000

0:00:00.445
325

0:00:01.31
0462

0:00:00.70
0147

0:00:00.592
736

0:00:00.477
470

Limit
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1000,000,0

0:00:04.520
272

0:00:13.36
5366

0:00:08.54
9257

0:00:05.138
392

0:00:04.842
426

1000,000,00

0:00:43.597
033

0:02:15.47
3020

0:01:27.64
2868

0:00:50.282
963

0:00:47.455
995

1000,000,000

0:07:22.418
564

0:13:21.12
0962

0:10:08.69
8199

0:08:26.455
925

0:08:00.173
712

1000,000,000,0

---

0:20:12.65
9234

0:24:11.62
4323

0:19:35.159
635

0:18:36.659
874

1000,000,000,0
0

---

0:35:48.44
1437

---

0:36:52.147
561

0:33:46.441
247

1000,000,000,0
00

---

0:52:32.16
3942

---

0:56:12.356
874

0:50:44.969
341

1,000,000,000,0
00,0

---

1:00:36.21
7242

---

------

1:09:36.127
842

1,000,000,000,0
00,00

---

1:20:22.61
4225

---

------

1:30:37.674
125

1,000,000,000,0
00,000

---

1:42:32.94
8563

---

------

1:52:49.948
563

Conclusion:
The Primary aim of this study is to present an
evaluation, comparative study, and analysis of
algorithms that generate prime numbers,
specifically the sieve of Eratosthenes, the sieve of
Sundaram, the bitwise sieve, the segmented
sieve, and the sieve of Atkin, to show which
algorithms are better for using and in what cases
the algorithm accepts work.
The numbers were divided into two parts, with
the little part of the numbers extending to the
extent of 100, 000, 000. The numbers were
applied to the algorithms, and the results
indicated that sieve of Sundaram up to 5 digits
1000, 00 it is the best algorithm comparing for
the rest, but after the increase of range numbers
and increase the computation of the algorithm, its
efficiency decrees and sieve of Eratosthenes
provide result better up to 1000,000,000, and the
whole algorithm gives 100% accuracy of
generated prime numbers.
As for the large part of the numbers, it was up to
1,000,000,000,000,000 It was applied to the
algorithms, and the results indicated the
following: sieve of Eratosthenes failed to deal
with the large numbers because the array size ,
sieve of Sundaram take just 1000,000,000,0
because the huge iteration on this algorithm can’t
take any more , bitwise sieve take up 10^12
eISSN 1303-5150

numbers with not bad time comparing with the
other algorithm by take the huge different of
space but with not 100% accuracy of total of
prime numbers generated , segmented sieve and
sieve of atkin the only two algorithm take up to
1000,000,000,000,000 and have 100% accuracy ,
segmented sieve more efficient up to
1000,000,000,000 from sieve of atkin but it’s still
close , then the segmented sieve efficient decrees
and the sieve of atkin clearly will be more
efficient at 1000,000,000,000,0 and more , sieve
of atkin allow take more numbers range but the
segmented sieve didn’t allow. Sieve of Sundaram
for small number it’s the best algorithm, and
sieve of Atkin is the best algorithm for a big
number so this algorithm is the best if we go to
apply it in terms of encryption, because
encryption sometimes needs very high numbers.
Future Work
In this work, five algorithms were evaluated to
find prime numbers and show the best algorithm
for a certain number. In future work, a dataset
will be made and using deep learning and
machine learning algorithms to show results and
generate prime numbers and compare the results
with this work. This work will be a bench mark
for a machine learning approach.
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